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Electronic spectroscopy of the alkaline-earth halide cluster Ca 2Cl3
Julio D. Lobo, Andrei Deev, Chi-Kin Wong, James M. Spotts,a) and Mitchio Okumurab)

Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 6 November 2000; accepted 16 January 2001!

A visible spectrum of the cluster Ca2Cl3 was observed from 651 to 630 nm by 1118 resonant
multiphoton ionization spectroscopy. Spectra were obtained for each of the four isotopomers:
Ca2

35Cl3, Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl, Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2, and Ca2

37Cl3. The spectra were composed of a strong
origin band at 15 350.8 cm21 and several very weak vibronic bands. All of the bands were sharp
with partially resolved rotational band contours. Density functional calculations predicted three
minimum energy isomers. The spectrum was assigned to the2B2←X̃ 2A1 transition of the lowest
energy isomer, a planarC2v structure having a ring of two Cl and two Ca atoms and a terminal Cl
atom. The ring isomer of Ca2Cl3 has the unpaired electron localized on one Ca21 ion to form a Ca1

chromophore. The two other predicted isomers, aD3h trigonal bipyramid and aC2v planar V-shaped
structure, were not consistent with the observations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Salt clusters are model systems for understanding io
interactions. Their properties can often be calculated us
simple electrostatic interactions to describe the attractive
tentials. Alkali halide clusters have received much attenti
because they are the simplest of the ionic salts.1 Clusters as
small as 40 atoms are predicted to have cubic structures c
acteristic of the bulk salt crystal. Smaller clusters howev
can have several distinct isomers, including planar squ
lattice fragments and three-dimensional bridged structu
In contrast, alkaline-earth halide clusters are poorly stud
Bulk CaCl2 salt has a rutilelike structure, in which the C
atoms form a hexagonal closest packed structure and th
atoms fill octahedral holes in alternating rows.2 The struc-
tures of small alkaline-earth halide clusters, as well as th
transition to bulklike geometries with increasing size, are
known.

The structures of alkaline-earth dihalides have been
subject of some controversy.3 Klemperer and colleague
demonstrated the existence of nonzero dipole moment
electric deflection experiments.4,5 There have since been nu
merous investigations concerning the factors governing
propensity for linear versus bent geometries.3,6–8Polarization
and d-hybridization appear to play important roles. Th
‘‘dimer’’ species M2X4 have been computed to have ma
isomers, generally with two or more halogen atoms bridg
the metal centers.6

Salt clusters with a closed shell ionic framework a
outer shell electrons, such as Na2F are termed excess
electron clusters. These radial clusters are suitable for s
troscopic investigation, because they possess bound
bound optical transitions. These transitions have b
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observed for the alkali halide clusters of compositi
NanFn21 . Theoretical and experimental work on these sm
alkali halide clusters9–15 show that, depending on the stru
ture and size of the cluster, the excess electron can be lo
ized in a lattice vacancy, around a sodium atom, or in de
calized surface or bulk states.

The analogous clusters of alkaline-earth halides have
been studied. However, diatomic alkaline-earth halid
which can be treated as an ionic M21X2 core and an elec-
tron, have been investigated for decades.16–19 Field and co-
workers have developed a zero-parameter one elec
model based on ligand-field theory that describes the e
tronic states of these diatomics with semiquantitative ac
racy. This picture also forms the basis for the pure preces
model20–23 developed for describing spin–rotation couplin
in complexes of alkaline-earth metal atoms with polyatom
ligands. Alternatives include extension of Rittner’s polariz
tion model.24–28 Jungen and co-workers29 have developed
more accurate calculations of Rydberg states using m
channel quantum defect theory, which treats interaction
the electron with the ionic core by scattering methods.

The diatomic CaCl is typical of the alkaline-earth h
lides. Excited electronic states have been observed f
16 093 cm21 and higher.30 The electronic states of CaCl aris
from Ca1 free ion states in the field of the Cl2 ligand. The
lowest lying transitions of the atomic ion Ca1 are (3d3/2)

1

←(4s1/2)
1 at 13 650.19 cm21, and (4p1/2)

1←(4s1/2)
1 at

25 191.51 cm21. The presence of the chloride ion leads
extensive mixing and shifting of the free Ca1 atomic states.
For example, the first excited state of CaCl, theA 2P state at
16 093 cm21, is predominantly 4p in character rather than
3d, but it contains mixtures of other Ca1 orbitals as well.

Ca2Cl3 is the smallest neutral polyatomic alkaline-ear
halide that can be modeled as an unpaired electron boun
a framework of closed shell ions, Ca12 and Cl2. In analogy
with small alkali halide clusters, there may be several i
mers, which could be linear, planar, and/or bridged. The

ers
5.
il:
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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8914 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 20, 22 May 2001 Lobo et al.
paired electron may be localized on one Ca1, as in CaCl, or
it may be shared between the two Ca12 ions. The nature of
the charge distribution should influence the energetics of
different isomers. Like CaCl, Ca2Cl3 should have transitions
in the visible or ultraviolet~UV!, which allow direct spectro-
scopic detection.

In this paper we present an optical spectrum of
alkaline-earth halide cluster Ca2Cl3 detected by resonanc
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! spectroscopy.
Quantum chemistry calculations using density functio
theory ~DFT! are used to locate minimum energy isome
and to determine their energies, vibrational frequencies,
excited states. By comparing the observed spectrum to
predicted properties, we can unambiguously assign the s
trum.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus will only be briefly d
scribed. Details have been published elsewhere.31 Ca2Cl3
was produced by laser ablation of calcium metal in a sup
sonic molecular expansion of a CCl4 /Ar mixture. The neutral
molecules were formed in the ablation plasma, expanded
vacuum, and skimmed into a second region to form a m
lecular beam. Subsequently, the molecules were resona
excited and then ionized by simultaneous pulses from
lasers in a 1118 REMPI process. Ionization occurred in th
extraction region of a time-of-flight~TOF! mass spectrom
eter. The ions were separated in time and collected o
microchannel plate detector. The spectra were obtained
scanning the excitation photon frequency while integrat
the desired mass peak.

The CCl4 ~Aldrich, 991%! was entrained in argon car
rier gas by placing a bubbler filled with room temperatu
CCl4 liquid on the gas line. The pressure in the gas line w
9.3 bar. The gas was pulsed into the source vacuum cham
by a piezo-electric driven valve at 19 Hz in 180ms long
pulses. After the valve seal, the gas traveled through a
mm channel. The calcium rod was placed immediately at
exit of the channel~see Fig. 1!. The calcium rods were ma
chined from 99.8% pure ingots of calcium~Alfa Aesar!. The
rod was ablated by 25 mJ pulses of 1.064mm light from a
Nd:YAG ~Continuum: Surelight I! laser focused to a 0.5 mm
diameter spot. The rod was spun at 1 rpm and transla
vertically.

The gas pulse expanded into a vacuum chamber he
an average pressure of 831025 Torr ~base pressure 2
31027 Torr!. The jet was then skimmed 7.5 cm from th
nozzle to form a molecular beam in a second vacuum reg
kept at 1.531026 Torr. The rotational temperature of d
atomic CaCl produced under these conditions was typic
7–10 K. The molecular beam was crossed by the laser be
20.3 cm from the tip of the skimmer.

The excitation step was performed by visible radiati
from a Nd:YAG ~Continuum NY61-20! pumped tunable dye
laser ~Continuum TDL51!. DCM dye was used to genera
photons in the 15 110 to 16 000 cm21 range. The dye lase
beam was slightly focused to a 5 mmdiameter spot. The
linewidth of the dye laser was 0.1 cm21. Observed band
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intensities varied over four orders of magnitude. A wi
range of fluences were needed to prevent saturation. P
energies were varied from 1mJ to 10 mJ with neutral density
filters as needed. When recording unsaturated spectra
power dependence of each band was first measured to d
mine the saturation limit. The bands were then scanned in
linear regime.

An excimer laser~Lamda Physik EMG101! was used for
the ionization step. The 308 nm, 20 ns pulses were focu
into a 234 mm rectangular spot, overlapping with the d
laser beam. The ionization took place in the extraction reg
of a Wiley–McLaren TOF mass spectrometer. The ions w
accelerated to an energy of 3 keV, mass separated in a 1
TOF tube, and detected by dual Chevron microchannel pl
~Galileo Electro-Optics/Burle FTD-2003!. The signal was
amplified by a Comlinear CLC 401 amplifier. Mass spec
were recorded with a LeCroy 8818A transient digitizer. T
collect an optical spectrum, ion signal of the selected m
peak was integrated~SRS 250 Gated Integrator!, digitized
~Keithley Metrabyte DAS1602 Acquisition board!, and re-
corded as a function of dye laser frequency.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. TOF mass spectrum

Figure 2 displays a typical TOF mass spectrum. T
most prominent features in the spectrum are Ca1 and CaCl1

ion peaks. CaO1 and CaOH1 also appear in the spectrum a
minor features. Four peaks are observed for Ca2Cl3

1, as can
be seen in the inset in Fig. 2. Ca2Cl3

1 peaks are observed onl
when the excitation photon is in resonance with a Ca2Cl3

FIG. 1. Laser vaporization source. The calcium rod was ablated at the th
of a supersonic expansion of a CCl4 /Ar mixture.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8915J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 20, 22 May 2001 Electronic spectroscopy of Ca2Cl3
transition, while Ca1 and CaCl1 peaks are observed eve
without resonant excitation. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2
obtained when the excitation laser is tuned to the Ca2Cl3 0–0
transition at 15 350.8 cm21. The intensity of Ca2Cl3

1 is ap-
proximately 0.07 relative to the CaCl1 intensity at this fre-
quency.

The four mass peaks of Ca2Cl3
1 are assigned to the fou

possible combinations of the chlorine isotopes: Ca2
35Cl3

~185 amu!, Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl ~187 amu!, Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2 ~189

amu!, and Ca2
37Cl3 ~191 amu!. The observed intensity ratio

of the peaks, 1:0.84:0.31:0.039, agrees well with that p
dicted by the natural isotope abundance, 1:0.96:0.31:0.0

B. REMPI spectra of Ca 2Cl3

Visible 1118 REMPI spectra were obtained for each
the four isotopomers of Ca2Cl3 in the range from 15 110 to
16 000 cm21. Unsaturated scans of Ca2

35Cl3 and
Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl were acquired with 0.12 cm21 step size. The

signals of Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2 and Ca2

37Cl3 were near the detec
tion noise limit when unsaturated. We therefore scan
these spectra under saturating conditions~35 mJ/cm2! and a
typical step size of 0.6 cm21 to locate the band frequencie

The overall spectra of the four isotopomers are simi
but differ in detail. A REMPI spectrum of Ca2

35Cl3 is shown
in Fig. 3~a!. Three of the bands are shown in detail in Fig
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!. All spectra are dominated by a sing
intense band with center at 15 350.860.2 cm21 and a series
of significantly weaker vibronic bands up to 640 cm21 to the
blue. The bands of the higher-mass isotopomers are slig
redshifted~0.0 to 6.8 cm21!, with the magnitude of the red
shift increasing with increasing frequency and mass.
Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl and Ca2

35Cl 37Cl2, several of the observe
bands are also split.

There are no extended progressions; however, the s
trum repeats itself. The second strongest band at 15 6
cm21, is the origin for a set of approximately nine bands w
a spectral frequency pattern that is nearly identical to
main bands observed in the first 270 cm21. The relative in-
tensities are roughly similar as well. The last band in
sequence, at 15 881 cm21, may be an overtone of the mod
giving rise to the 15 616.7 cm21 band.

FIG. 2. Multiphoton time-of-flight~TOF! mass spectrum. Spectrum wa
recorded by ionizing with 651.2 nm and 308 nm radiation. Inset: Ca2Cl3
isotopomer peaks. Relative intensities of the Ca2Cl3 peaks are close to thos
expected from the natural chlorine isotope abundances.
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All bands in the spectra have partially resolved structu
which is dominated by two components split by appro
mately 0.860.2 cm21. The splitting is consistent throughou
the spectrum. It is similar for both Ca2

35Cl3 and
Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl, and appears to be the same for t

Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2 and Ca2

37Cl3 bands, as well. Figure 4~a!
shows the splitting in the 0–0 band at 15 350.8 cm21 for both
Ca2

35Cl3 ~solid line! and Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl ~dotted line!. The
overall width is comparable to that expected from the ro
tional contour of a molecule of this size at 7 K–10 K.

1. Spectrum of Ca 2
35Cl 3

In the spectrum of Ca2
35Cl3 we observe 46 weak vi-

bronic bands located from 29 to 632 cm21 to the blue of the
origin. The band intensities vary by more than four orders
magnitude. The 21 most intense bands were scanned u
unsaturated conditions, but the weaker bands had to be
lected at higher laser powers due to lower signal-to-no
ratio.

Table I lists the frequencies and intensities of the ban
as well as frequencies relative to the first band. The frequ

FIG. 3. ~a! Electronic 1118REMPI spectrum of Ca2
35Cl3 (m/e

5185 amu). All bands beyond the origin are magnified by336. ~b! Stick
spectrum of Ca2

35Cl3 plotted on a log scale. Dotted lines indicate weak a
very weak bands for which the intensities were not quantified due to s
ration.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cies given are the band centers. The intensities of the we
bands are listed as weak or very weak; these bands are l
to be saturated.

Figure 3~a! shows the 21 unsaturated bands, with t
weaker vibronic bands scaled up by 36 times relative to
strongest band. The dominant band centered at 15 3
cm21, which is furthest to the red, is henceforth assigned
the origin ~0–0! band. The second strongest band,
15 616.7 cm21, is 40 times smaller than the origin, and th
third strongest band, at 15 478.1 cm21, is 300 times smaller
Many of the weaker bands are barely discernible on a lin
scale. All bands are therefore shown in Fig. 3~b! on a semi-
logarithmic stick spectrum. The weaker bands detected un
saturated conditions are shown as dotted lines.

2. Spectrum of Ca 2
35Cl 2

37Cl

The spectrum of Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl is nearly identical to that
taken for Ca2

35Cl3. All the same bands are present. Ho
ever, the bands exhibit small redshifts as large as 4.4 c21

relative to the frequencies of the Ca2
35Cl3 bands, and some

of the bands are split into two components. The band

FIG. 4. Overlaid vibronic bands of the isotopomers Ca2
35Cl3 ~185 amu,

solid line! and Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl ~187 amu, dotted line!. ~a! Origin at 15 350.8
cm21 with a simulation ofb-type rotational contour at 9 K~offset curve!, ~b!
n8 at 15 616.7 cm21, and~c! 2n8 at 15 881 cm21.
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quencies recorded for Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl, together with intensi-
ties, vibrational frequencies, shifts (Dn187) and splittings, are
listed in Ref. 32.

Figure 5 shows a portion of the spectra of Ca2
35Cl3

~solid line! and Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl ~dotted line! from 15 570 to
15 640 cm21. These spectra were collected in a single sc
and thus some of the bands are saturated. The shifts
splittings seen here are representative of those obse
throughout the spectrum of Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl. The isotope shifts

in the region shown in this figure range from 0.0 to 2.1 cm21.
The intensities of the Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl bands are comparable t

those of the Ca2
35Cl3 isotopomer bands, with the exceptio

of the Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl band at 15 623.4 cm21, which is nine
times stronger.

The magnitudes of the redshifts and splittings incre
with increasing frequency. This trend can be seen in Fig
where the spectra of Ca2

35Cl3 ~solid line! and Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl
~dotted line! are overlaid for three bands. The splitting of th
origin band is less than 0.1 cm21 at the origin, 2.0 cm21 for
the second strongest band at 15 616.7 cm21, and 4.4 cm21

for the band furthest to the blue at 15 881.0 cm21.
Ten of the bands observed in the Ca2

35Cl3 spectrum are
split into two components in the Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl spectrum.

Typically, one of the split components of Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl is
shifted a few wavenumbers to the red, and the other com
nent exhibits little or no shift relative to the Ca2

35Cl3 band.
In Fig. 5, three of the six bands of Ca2

35Cl3 are split into two
bands in the Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl spectrum. The band observed

15 577.3 cm21 in the Ca2
35Cl3 spectrum splits into the band

at 15 575.5 and 15 577.0 cm21 in the Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl spectrum.
Similarly, the band at 15 628.9 cm21 splits into the 15 626.8
and 15 628.3 cm21 bands. For the stronger band in the spe
trum at 15 616.7 cm21, the split is not completely discernabl
and the nonshifted component appears as a shoulder to
shifted component. Figure 4~b! shows the 15 616.7 cm21

band in closer detail. The intensity of the shifted compon
is approximately twice as intense as the nonshifted. The
dition of the intensity of both components is comparable
that of the single Ca2

35Cl3 band.

3. Spectra of Ca 2
35Cl 37Cl 2 and Ca 2

37Cl 3

The spectra recorded for Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2 and Ca2

37Cl3 dis-
play the same trends as the spectra of the lighter is
pomers. Due to lower signal to noise, these spectra w
taken under saturated conditions. All of the intense ba
were observed, but weaker bands were undetected. The
shifts are larger for the heavier isotopomers. The obser
bands for Ca2

35Cl 37Cl2 and Ca2
37Cl3, along with the vibra-

tional frequencies relative to the origin, and the frequen
shifts relative to the Ca2

35Cl3 bands are listed in Ref. 32.
The spectrum of Ca2

35Cl 37Cl2 has splittings similar to
those of the di-substituted isotopomer, Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl. Three

of the stronger peaks at 15 574, 15 613, and 15 739 cm21

have discernible splittings. No splitting of bands is observ
in the spectrum of Ca2

37Cl3.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Observed vibronic transitions of Ca2
35Cl3 (m/e5185 amu).n185 are the observed vibrational frequencies with respect to the origin. Bands

assigned to the2B2←X̃2A1 electronic transition of theC2v planar ring structure. Predicted vibrational frequencies are from B3LYP/6-3111G~3df! calcula-
tions. Combination bands are calculated with the observed fundamental vibrational frequencies.

Frequency
/cm21

n185

/cm21
Relative
intensitya Assignmentb

Calculated frequencies

Fundamental
~DFT!/cm21

Combination bands
empiricalb,c/cm21

15 350.8 0.0 1000.0 0–0
15 380.6 29.8 vw n1 B1 29.9
15 402.2 51.5 0.1 n2 B2 47.4
15 409.9 59.1 0.1 2n1 A1 59.6
15 440.0 89.3 vw n3 B1 88.8
15 453.2 102.5 w 2n2 A1 102.9
15 468.0 117.3 1.7 n11n3 ,(4n1) A1 119.1, ~119.2!
15 478.1 127.4 3.3 n4 A1 123.8
15 526.0 175.3 1.2 2n3 ,(6n1) A1 178.6, ~178.8!
15 533.0 182.3 vw
15 539.0 188.3 vw 2n11n4 A1 187.0
15 546.0 195.3 vw
15 577.3 226.5 0.3 n6 A1 230.6
15 589.7 239.0 0.8 2n112n3 ,(8n1) A1 238.4, ~238.2!
15 596.2 245.5 0.2 n7 A1 247.3
15 605.1 254.4 1.4 2n4 A1 254.7
15 616.7 266.0 23.4 n8 B2 260.3
15 625.2 274.5 0.2
15 628.9 278.2 0.7 n21n6 B2 278.0
15 640.0 289.3 w
15 642.0 291.3 w
15 648.0 297.3 w
15 653.0 302.3 w
15 669.0 318.3 w n21n8 A1 317.4
15 677.0 326.3 w 2n11n8 B2 325.6
15 695.0 344.3 w A1

15 704.0 353.3 w A1

15 708.0 357.3 w A1

15 716.6 365.9 0.1 2n21n8 B2 368.9
15 725.0 374.3 w
15 732.7 382.0 0.1 n9 A1 381.1
15 733.5 382.8 0.1 n11n31n8 ,(4n11n8),(3n4) B2 ,(B2) ,(A1) 385.1, ~385.2!, ~382.2!
15 742.9 392.2 0.4 n41n8 B2 393.3
15 745.0 394.3 w
15 791.8 441.0 0.1 2n31n8 ,(6n11n8) B2 444.6, ~444.8!
15 794.0 443.3 w n21n41n8 A1 445.0
15 803.1 452.4 0.1 2n6 A1 453.1
15 828.0 477.3 w
15 835.0 484.3 w
15 841.0 490.3 w n61n8,2n7 B2 ,A1 492.5, 491.8
15 855.0 504.3 w
15 871.0 520.3 0.1 2n41n8 B2 520.8
15 881.0 530.3 0.6 2n8 A1 532.0
15 890.0 539.3 w A1

15 899.0 548.3 w
15 903.0 552.3 w
15 983.0 632.3 w

aW, weak; vw, very weak. Bands with intensity not quantified due to saturation.
bAssignments in parentheses are less likely based on poor agreement with isotopomer shifts.
cCombination bands calculated using the experimentally observed fundamental frequencies.
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IV. QUANTUM CHEMISTRY CALCULATIONS

A. Density functional theory „DFT… calculations

Ab initio calculations using theGAUSSIAN9833 software
package were performed to aid in assigning the spectra.
ometries were optimized and vibrational frequencies ca
lated using the B3LYP DFT method and the 6-3111G~3df !
basis set. Optimized ground state energies were comput
Downloaded 07 Sep 2006 to 131.215.225.158. Redistribution subject to A
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the MP2~FC!/6-3111G~2df ! level. Excited electronic state
properties were calculated using the configurat
interaction-singles~CIS! method and, where possible, sym
metry constrained B3LYP method.

Three stable isomers of Ca2Cl3 were found: aC2v planar
V-shaped structure~V!, a D3h trigonal bipyramid, and aC2v
planar ring. The calculated geometries are shown in Fig
The ring is the lowest energy structure of the three. T
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8918 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 20, 22 May 2001 Lobo et al.
bipyramid structure is 34.1 kJ/ mol higher in energy than
ring, and the V structure is 76.7 kJ/mol higher in energy th
the ring structure. Vibrational frequencies and excited el
tronic state calculations were performed for the three str
tures. Tables II and III list the coordinates, energies, vib
tional frequencies, and the excited electronic states for th
geometries.

1. Planar C 2v V structure

We initially attempted to find a linear isomer, but bo
D`h and C`v forms were transition states. Upon lifting a

FIG. 5. Comparison of a portion of the spectrum of Ca2
35Cl3 ~185 amu,

solid line! and of Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl ~187 amu, dotted line!. These spectra are
partially saturated.

FIG. 6. Structures of Ca2Cl3 predicted by B3LYP/6-311G1~3d,f!, density
functional theory calculations.~a! C2v planar V,~b! D3h trigonal bipyramid,
and ~c! C2v planar ring.
Downloaded 07 Sep 2006 to 131.215.225.158. Redistribution subject to A
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symmetry constraints, the geometry relaxed to theC2v V
structure@Fig. 6~a!#. In this planar isomer the Ca atoms
two Ca–Cl moieties are bound to a central, but off-axis ch
rine atom, Cl~1!, and appear to be slightly bound to ea
other as well. The Ca–Cl bond lengths arer152.459 Å in
the CaCl~2! subgroups and a somewhat longerr252.661 Å
between the Ca atoms and Cl~1!. For comparison, the Ca–C
distance is 2.437 Å in CaCl,27 2.20 Å in CaCl1,16 and 2.74 Å
in the hydrophilite salt structure of CaCl2(s).34 The Ca–Ca
bond distance is 3.716 Å, which is closer than the 4.277
distance in the ground state of the Ca2 dimer.35 The identical
calcium atoms share equally the unpaired electron. This s
gests the formation of a partials bond between the Ca at
oms.

In this geometry, there are two symmetry distinct ch
rine sites, the central Cl~1! atom and the terminal Cl~2! at-
oms. The Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl and Ca2

35Cl 37Cl2 isotopomers each
have two possible isomers, withC2v and Cs symmetries,
depending on which chlorine atoms are substituted.

The nine fundamental vibrational modes for the V stru
ture range from 3.8 to 387.4 cm21. Five excited electronic
states,2B1 , 2B2 , 2A1 , 2A1 , and2A2 , were calculated with
the corresponding vertical transitions ranging from 2.18
4.55 eV at the CIS level of theory.

2. Trigonal bipyramid D 3h structure

In the bipyramid structure, the calcium atoms lie abo
and below the plane of the three chlorine atoms. Each
cium atom bonds to all three chlorine atoms. The Ca–
distance (r1) is 2.663 Å, while the Cl–Cl distance (r2) is
3.593 Å. The distance between the calcium atoms is 3.361
which is closer than in the V structure. The unpaired elect
is equally shared between both calcium atoms.

We calculated six vibrational modes, three of which a
degenerate, for the ground state of the bipyramid struc
with frequencies ranging from 112.7 to 293.5 cm21. Six ex-
cited electronic states were calculated, of which two are
generate. The2A29 state, at 0.04 eV above the ground state
significantly lower than the other states. Transitions to
higher states~Table III! range from 1.77 to 2.50 eV at th
CIS level of theory. Because this isomer hasD3h symmetry,
Jahn–Teller distortion will occur for the degenerate exci
electronic states. In addition, pseudo-Jahn–Teller effe
may occur, because all states occur in nearly degenerate
of prime and double-prime symmetry, which will be mixe
by breaking the symmetry to form aC3v structure.

3. Planar C 2v ring structure

The ring structure@Fig. 6~c!# has a four-member ring
with two chlorine atoms@Cl~2!# bridging the Ca~1! and Ca~2!
atoms. The third chlorine atom, which we denote as the
minal or tail Cl~1!, extends from Ca~1! as a tail from the
ring. Ca~1! is thus bound to three Cl atoms. The Ca–Cl d
tances are 2.651 Å(r2) and 2.666 Å(r3) in the ring structure
and 2.463 Å(r1) for the tail Ca~1!–Cl~1! bond. The Ca–Ca
distance is 3.883 Å.

Unlike the V and the bipyramid isomers, the unpair
electron is localized on just one calcium atom, Ca~2!. The
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Calculated geometries, energies, and vibrational frequencies of the lowest-lying states of theC2v planar ring Ca2
35Cl3 structure. From

B3LYP/6-3111G~3df! calculations, unless otherwise noted.

X̃ 2A1
2B1

2B2
2A1

2A2 Experiment

Coordinates
r1 ~Å! Ca~1!–Cl~1! 2.463 2.463 2.467 2.485
r2 ~Å! Ca~1!–Cl~2! 2.651 2.652 2.644 2.623
r3 ~Å! Ca~2!–Cl~2! 2.666 2.658 2.666 2.731
a ~deg! Ca~1!–Cl~2!–Ca~2! 93.0 91.5 92.8 92.3
b ~deg! Cl~2!–Ca~1!–Cl~2! 87.3 88.7 87.7 89.9

Electrostatic parameters
m ~Debye! 4.582 5.016 5.243 10.413
ab 587.379 300.035 569.212 286.257

Energetics~adiabatic states!
Eel ~hartree! MP2/6-3111G~2d! 22733.284 68
Eel ~hartree! 22736.211 24 22736.159 85 22736.154 07 22736.141 51
E0 ~hartree! 22736.207 59 22736.156 56 22736.150 89 22736.138 03
DE0 ~eV! ~relative toX̃ 2A1! 0.00 1.389 1.556 1.893 1.9033a

DEel ~eV! ClS/6-3111G~d! 0.00 1.925 2.132 2.349
DEel ~eV! ClS/6-3111G~2d! 0.00 1.790 2.042 2.181 3.162
DEel ~eV! ClS/6-3111G~3d,f! 0.00 1.747 2.013 2.142 3.058
DE0 ~eV! ClS/6-3111G~3d,f! 0.00 1.748 2.014 2.141 3.064

Vibrational frequencies
n1 ~cm21! B1 30.2 18.4 29.9 37.0c 30.2 29.8
n2 ~cm21! B2 48.8 48.7 47.4 50.6c 51.6 51.5
n3 ~cm21! B1 75.1 86.2 88.8 67.5c 92.4 89.3
n4 ~cm21! A1 116.8 114.1 123.8 118.6c 114.2 127.4
n5 ~cm21! B2 207.7 220.7 205.0 215.4c 151.6 N/Obs
n6 ~cm21! A1 225.6 226.0 230.6 218.6c 211.6 226.5
n7 ~cm21! A1 249.3 250.7 247.3 245.3c 233.7 245.5
n8 ~cm21! B2 265.3 269.1 260.3 263.6c 263.2 266.0
n9 ~cm21! A1 382.1 381.4 381.1 381.3c 374.4 381.1

aObserved optical transition.
bTrace of polarizability tensor (axx1ayy1azz).
cClS/6-3111G~3df!.
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Mulliken spin density on this atom at the B3LYP level
99.7%. Thus, the structure appears to be a classical ionic
bound cluster composed of Ca11, Ca12, and three Cl2 ions.
The chromophore is the Ca11 radical ion.

Fundamental vibrational frequencies range from 29
381 cm21 for the ground stateC2v ring. Two of the three
lowest frequency modes areB1 out-of-plane bends. Thre
modes areB2 out-of-plane bends, and, the remaining mod
are A1 symmetry. The highest frequency mode,n9 , is the
Ca–Cl tail stretch.

There are two distinct chlorine sites, the terminal Cl~1!
and the two ring Cl~2! sites. This leads to two isotopome
for both the mono-(Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl) and di-substituted

(Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2) forms. If both ring chlorine atoms are th

same isotope, the structure hasC2v symmetry; if they are
different, the symmetry isCs . In both the mono- and di-
substituted isotopomers, some of the observed vibro
bands are slightly shifted relative to those of the Ca2

35Cl3
isotopomer. For some modes, both isomers have the s
redshift. For specific modes where either the tail or the r
chlorines dominate the vibration, theC2v and Cs isomers
have different redshifts. For example, then9 mode is pre-
dominantly the stretch of the terminal Ca–Cl bond. In t
C2v isomer of Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl, the 37Cl is substituted at the

tail, and the frequency is shifted; in theCs structure, the
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frequency has almost no shift since the tail Cl is a35Cl atom.
Four excited electronic states—2B1 , 2B2 , 2A1 , and

2A2—were calculated at the CIS level for the ring structu
and found to have adiabatic transition energies ranging fr
1.75 to 3.06 eV~see Table II!. Oscillator strengths are
0.2174, 0.1739, 0.1400, and 0.000, respectively. Excita
to the2A2 state is dipole forbidden.

B. Excited electronic states of the planar C2v ring
isomer

Close agreement between the experimental data and
calculated properties of theC2v ring structure~see analysis
section below! warranted further calculations for this stru
ture. The coordinates, excitation energies, and vibratio
frequencies were calculated for three of the excited e
tronic states2B1 , 2B2 , and2A1 ~see Table II!.

Two methods were used to calculate the excited e
tronic state energies of theC2v ring structure. Table II shows
the B3LYP and CIS excited state energies. CIS results
listed for three augmented basis sets, 6-3111G~d!,
6-3111G~2d!, and 6-3111G~3d,f!. The results do not con
verge, but the differences between states diminish with
creasing basis sets. The B3LYP energies are significa
lower than the CIS energies.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Calculated properties of two higher energy isomers of Ca2Cl3. See Fig. 6 for atom definition. From B3LYP/6-3111G~3d,f! calculations, unless
otherwise noted.

C2v planar V structure D3h trigonal bipyramid structure

Coordinates
X̃ 2A1 X̃2A18

r1 ~Å! Ca~1!–Cl~1! 2.454 r1 ~Å! Ca–Cl 2.663
r2 ~Å! Ca~1!–Cl~2! 2.655 r2 ~Å! Cl–Cl 3.593
a ~deg! Ca~1!–Cl~2!–Ca~1! 89.0 a ~deg! Ca–Cl–Ca 84.9
b ~deg! Cl~1!–Ca~1!–Cl~2! 144.8 b ~deg! Ca–Cl–Ca 77.6

Energetics
Eel ~hartree! MP2/6-3111G~2d! 22733.255 45 22733.271 69
DEel ~kJ/mol! Relative toEel ~ring! 76.695 34.065
Eel ~hartree! B3LYP/6-3111G~2d! 22736.180 22 22736.195 26
E0 ~hartree! B3LYP/6-3111G~2d! 22736.177 00 22736.191 49
DE0 ~kJ/mol! Relative toE0 ~ring! 58.690 20.647

Vibrational frequencies
n1 ~cm21! B1 3.8 n1 ~cm21! E8 112.7
n2 ~cm21! A2 27.0 n2 ~cm21! A29 131.6
n3 ~cm21! A1 35.7 n3 ~cm21! E9 169.0
n4 ~cm21! B2 55.6 n4 ~cm21! AA8 169.2
n5 ~cm21! A1 96.0 n5 ~cm21! E8 260.5
n6 ~cm21! B2 207.8 n6 ~cm21! A18 293.5
n7 ~cm21! A1 244.0
n8 ~cm21! B2 366.3
n9 ~cm21! A1 387.4

Excited electronic states ClS/6-3111G~3df! ~vertical transitions!
State DEel ~eV! Oscillator strength State DEel ~eV! Oscillator strength

2B1 2.1815 0.1735 2A29 0.040 0.0291
2B2 2.8026 0.2698 2E8 1.775 0.2336
2A1 3.1789 0.0027 2E9 1.834 0.0000
2A1 3.5842 0.1837 2A18 2.2642 0.0000
2A2 4.5466 0.0000 2A18 2.4432 0.0000

2A29 2.505 0.0748
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Geometries and frequencies for the2B1 , 2B2 , and 2A2

states were calculated with the B3LYP method and
6-3111G~3df ! basis set. CIS calculations were used for t
2A1 state. Overall, the geometries of the four excited el
tronic states and the ground state are very similar. Ang
and bond lengths vary by less than 3%. Variations in
vibrational frequencies among the states are highest in
n1 , n3 , andn5 calculated modes, but are less than 10%
the other six modes.

V. ASSIGNMENT OF SPECTRA

A. Isomeric assignment

The observed pattern of a strong origin, and mu
weaker vibronic bands indicates that there is little change
the geometry and vibrational frequencies between the gro
and excited electronic states. There are no extended vibr
progressions in the spectrum, making the assignment
straightforward. We therefore compare the observed sp
trum with predictions for the three different minimum ener
structures computed by the DFT method.

1. Planar C 2v V structure

The V structure is calculated to be about 76.7 kJ/m
higher than the lowest energy isomer, the ring structure
the MP2/6-3111G~2d! level. If this isomer is present, it is
Downloaded 07 Sep 2006 to 131.215.225.158. Redistribution subject to A
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metastable. At the DFT level, the vertical excitation energ
of the two lowest excited electronic states, the2B1 and 2B2

states, are near the observed transition, although at the
level the transition to the2B2 state is 0.9 eV higher. All othe
states are much higher in energy and therefore unlikely c
didates. However, adiabatic energies for the transitions to
2B1 and 2B2 are significantly lower than the vertical ene
gies, indicating large geometry changes upon excitation.
electronic spectrum should therefore have a broad Fran
Condon envelope, contrary to observations. The predic
frequencies of the ground state fundamental modesn2 , n4 ,
n5 , n7 , and n9 are in good agreement with some of th
observed bands (s54%). However, the three strongest ob
served vibronic bands, at 127.4, 226.5, and 266.0 cm21, can-
not be assigned. The observations are therefore not co
tent with assignment to theC2v V structure.

2. Trigonal bipyramid D 3h structure

The bipyramid structure is also predicted to be me
stable, with energy 34.1 kJ/mol above the lowest energy
mer at the MP2~FC!/6-3111G~2d! level. Six excited elec-
tronic states were calculated for theD3h structure. While
transitions to two2A29 states and a2E8 state are dipole al-
lowed in D3h symmetry, Jahn–Teller and pseudo-Jah
Teller distortions will lower the symmetry and render all s
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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transitions allowed. Transitions to the2E8 and 2E9 are pre-
dicted to be near the observed transition. However, the l
est predicted vibrational frequency for the ground state
112.7 cm21; in contrast, the five lowest vibrational bands a
observed below 110 cm21. While nonadiabatic interaction
can lead to additional low frequency modes and splittin
the resulting geometric distortions should also lead to s
stantial intensity in higher vibronic bands. The spectru
does not exhibit the complexity one would expect for th
structure.

3. Planar C 2v ring structure

The ring structure is the minimum energy isomer calc
lated. The four lowest electronically excited states,2B1 ,
2B2 , 2A1 , and 2A2 , all lie within 0.5 eV of the observed
transition at both B3LYP and CIS/6-3111G~3df ! levels of
theory. All of the excited electronic states are predicted
have nearly the same geometry and vibrational frequen
as the ground state. Thus, of the three geometries, only
C2v ring is qualitatively consistent with the observed inte
sity pattern.

This conclusion is quantitatively borne out in Franck
Condon simulations for three of the transitions,2B1

←X̃ 2A1 , 2B2←X̃ 2A1 , and 2A2←X̃ 2A2 . Simulations
were performed using the B3LYP optimized geometr
and frequencies. For each of the transitions, the or
band was predicted to be the dominant feature, and
next three strongest bands were theA1 bands n4 , n7 ,
and n9 , at 123.8, 230.6, and 381.1 cm21, respectively.
The intensity ratios relative to the origin band we
calculated to be 1:0.196:0.017:0.001, 1:0.004:0.002:0.0
and 1:0.023:0.105:0.071, for the transitions to the2B1 , 2B2 ,
and 2A2 states, respectively. The experimental ratio of
strongest of the allowed bands, then4 mode, to the origin
band is 1:0.003. Thus, the Franck–Condon factors for
ring structure are consistent with the observed spectr
with the transition to the2B2 state giving very good agree
ment.

There are many more bands in the observed spect
than are predicted by the Franck–Condon simulation. Ho
ever, the vibronic bands are extremely weak~two to four
orders of magnitude less than the origin!. Thus, one might
expect additional bands that arise from higher order effe
resulting from breakdown of the double-harmonic appro
mation, e.g., Franck–Condon forbidden transitions wh
gain intensity from anharmonicity, large-amplitude motio
coordinate dependence of the dipole moment, or vibro
coupling.

A comparison of the predicted and observed vibratio
frequencies provides an additional test of the structural
signment. The calculated vibrational frequencies of all
cited electronic states are nearly identical with those of
ground state~see Table II!. Predicted frequencies for eight o
the nine fundamental modes~all but n5! are in very good
agreement with bands observed in the Ca2

35Cl3 spectrum.
The average RMS error is 6.9% between observed frequ
cies and the average of the calculated frequencies~average of
Downloaded 07 Sep 2006 to 131.215.225.158. Redistribution subject to A
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the X̃ 2A1 , 2B1 , 2B2 , and2A2 frequencies computed at th
B3LYP level!.

Of the three isomers, theC2v ring is therefore the only
structure whose spectral properties are consistent with
observed spectrum. Furthermore, the excellent agreemen
tween the predicted and observed vibrational frequen
provides strong quantitative support for this assignment.

B. Assignment of the excited electronic state

All four of the predicted excited electronic states of t
ring isomer have similar vibrational frequencies and geo
etries, and are thus qualitatively consistent with the obser
spectrum. However, we have seen that the observed inte
pattern and the vibrational frequencies are most consis
with assignment to the2B2←X̃ 2A1 transition. The Franck–
Condon simulation of this transition gives the best agreem
with the observed intensities of the fewA1 vibronic bands
relative to the origin. Furthermore, the vibrational freque
cies of the2B2 state at the B3LYP level are closest to th
observed frequencies, with a standard deviation of 3%, w
the X̃ 2A1 , 2B1 , and 2A2 have deviations of 6%, 13%, an
4%, respectively. However, this analysis excludes consid
ation of the excited2A1 state, for which we cannot perform
geometry optimized B3LYP calculations.

The symmetry of the excited electronic state can be
termined unambiguously from the rotational structure. W
have simulated the rotational band contours of the ori
expected for the 2B1←X̃ 2A1 , 2B2←X̃ 2A1 , and 2A1

←X̃ 2A1 transitions. The calculations were done in the rig
rotor approximation, using the B3LYP rotational constan
and neglecting spin–rotation fine structure. The contour
the 2B2←X̃ 2A1 transition, shown in Fig. 4~a!, matches the
15 350.8 cm21 band shape well. This is ab-type transition,
which has a gap at the origin. In contrast, the2A1←X̃ 2A1

transition is ana-type transition which would have a larg
centralQ branch. Excitation to the2B1 state will give rise to
a c-type transition, which also possesses strongQ branches.
Finally, we can rule out the2A2 state, because transitions
this state are dipole forbidden. Furthermore, there are no
brational modes ofA2 symmetry, so there is no first orde
mechanism for a vibronically allowed transition. Thus, fro
the partially resolved rotational structure we assign this sp
trum to the2B2←X̃ 2A1 transition.

C. Assignment of the vibronic bands

1. Vibronic bands of Ca 2
35Cl 3

There were 47 bands observed in the spectrum
Ca2

35Cl3. Of these, the 20 most intense and another eigh
the weaker features were assigned to fundamental, overto
and combination bands of the transitions to the2B2 excited
electronic state of theC2v ring structure. The band assign
ments, including symmetry and calculated frequencies,
included in Table I. In this table, the predicted vibration
frequencies of the overtone and combination bands are
culated from the observed fundamental frequencies. Mult
assignments are listed where more than one is possible,
the less likely assignments are given in parentheses.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The calculated fundamental modes have three sym
tries,A1 , B1 , or B2 , as listed in Table II. All modes excep
n5 have been assigned to bands in the spectra. TheA1 sym-
metry modes observed aren4 , n6 , n7 , andn9 . Then4 band
is the third most intense in the spectrum and about 300 ti
weaker than the origin. The other three are all of simi
intensity, approximately 5000 times weaker than the orig
The B2 symmetry modes observed aren2 and n8 . The n8

band ~see Fig. 7! is the strongest vibronic band after th
origin and is about 40 times weaker than the origin. Then2

band is approximately 5000 times weaker than the orig
Two B1 symmetry bands are observed,n1 and n3 . These
bands were just slightly above noise level, even at the h
est laser powers, and were therefore several orders of m
nitude weaker than the other observed bands.

The other 20 bands we assign comprise overtones
combinations. The frequencies of the overtones and com
nation bands were computed empirically from the obser
fundamental mode frequencies. All assigned combina
bands agree to within 5 cm21 with the observed band fre
quencies. Seven of the bands can be assigned to more
one possible combination. Five of these seven are due to
accidental resonance 3n1;n3 , which is propagated into
overtones and combinations such as 4n1;n11n3 and 6n1

;2n3 .
Of the 10 bands observed above 15 650 cm21, eight arise

from the combinations ofn8 with other fundamental mode
including its overtone, 2n8 . These combination bands hav
B2 symmetry, with the exception of combinations withn2

and the overtone 2n8 , which areA1 symmetry. There are
therefore from nine to eleven bands ofB2 symmetry ob-
served in the spectrum.

TheB2 modes are not Franck–Condon allowed, yet th
intensities are comparable to the Franck–Condon allowedA1

bands. TheB2 bandn8 is the second most intense peak af
the origin. This suggests that the excited electronic may h
B2 symmetry, as theB2 vibrations would then become vi
bronically allowed by Herzberg–Teller coupling.

FIG. 7. Displacement for then8 normal mode of theC2v planar ring struc-
ture. Arrows show relative displacements, but are not to scale.
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2. Vibronic bands of Ca 2
35Cl 2

37Cl (187 amu)

The spectra of Ca2
35Cl3 and Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl are nearly

identical, except for the presence of small redshifts and sp
tings of some of the bands. The shifts are small near
origin, <0.1 cm21, and increase to 4.4 cm21 at the highest
frequency band. We were able to assign 37 of the 50
served bands of Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl on the basis of our assignmen

of the Ca2
35Cl3 spectrum. Components of split peaks we

assigned to the two possible isomers of Ca2
35Cl2

37Cl, which
haveCs andC2v symmetry. The observed bands, the iso
pic shifts, and their assignments are listed in Ref. 32.

The calculated and observed isotopic frequency shifts
Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl are in good agreement. Where splittings a

observed, we assign the split components based on the
dicted frequency shifts of theCs and C2v isomers and the
relative intensity of the components. The intensity ratio
the Cs to C2v components is nearly 2:1. Both the shifts a
relative intensities are consistent. In the cases where the
mers were unresolved, we have calculated average prope
of both isomers.

The isotopic shifts often help to resolve ambiguiti
where two or more assignments in the Ca2

35Cl3 spectrum
are possible. For example, the band at 15 524.8 cm21, which
can be assigned to eithern11n3 or 6n1 , has a red shift of
1.2 cm21. The predicted redshift forn11n3 is 0.8 cm21,
while that for 6n1 is 0.3 cm21, favoring then11n3 assign-
ment. The same is true for all bands where the accide
resonance 3n1;n3 leads to two possible assignments. In
cases,n11n3 or n3 progressions are in better agreement w
the observed shifts than are the even overtones ofn1 .

3. Vibronic bands of Ca 2
35Cl 37Cl 2 (189 amu)

and Ca 2
37Cl 3 (191 amu)

The assignments of the Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2 and Ca2

37Cl3
bands are similar to those of Ca2

35Cl2
37Cl and Ca2

35Cl3,
respectively. The bands of both isotopomers are redshif
and the shifts are largest for the heaviest isotopom
Ca2

37Cl3. In three of the bands of Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2, isotopic

splittings are observed. No splitting is observed in t
Ca2

37Cl3 spectrum. The bands observed for Ca2
35Cl 37Cl2

and Ca2
37Cl3 are listed in Ref. 32.

VI. DISCUSSION

Ca2Cl3 has a strong electronic transition at 15 350
cm21 ~651.2 nm! and several weak but sharp vibronic ban
with partially resolved rotational contours. Of the three min
mum energy isomers found in the DFT calculations, aC2v
planar ring form is the only structure that qualitatively a
quantitatively agrees with the observed spectrum. We h
assigned this spectrum to a2B2←X̃ 2A1 electronic transition
of Ca2Cl3 of the planarC2v ring geometry. The geometry
and frequencies of this isomer are predicted to remain
changed upon excitation to electronic states accessible in
spectral region. This prediction is in agreement with t
prominent origin band in the observed spectrum, which
;40 times more intense than the second strongest b
Franck–Condon simulations reproduce the intensity patt
with excellent agreement for the2B2←X̃ 2A1 transition. In
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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contrast, DFT calculations predict large changes upon e
tation to the lowest states of the other isomers, theC2vV
structure and theD3h trigonal bipyramid. The partially re-
solved rotational contour matches well with a simulat
b-type (B2) transition of the ring structure, consistent with
2B2←2A1 electronic transition. The observed vibronic ba
spacings are in good agreement with the vibrational frequ
cies calculated for the ring structure, with the2B2 state giv-
ing the best fit.

The n8 band at 15 616.7 cm21 has a special role in this
transition. It is the second strongest feature in the spectr
despite the fact that it is not Franck–Condon allowed.
though the band is 40 times less intense than the origin,
an order of magnitude larger than the next strongest vibro
band ~a Franck–Condon allowedA1 mode!. Furthermore,
most of the bands above 15 650 cm21 are combinations of
then8 band with lower frequency vibronic bands originatin
from the 0–0 band. The main spectral pattern is essent
repeated twice~the intensity pattern is qualitatively similar!,
with the much weaker sequence above 15 650 cm21 originat-
ing at then8 band.

Almost all of the Franck–Condon forbidden bands,
cluding then8 band and most of the subsequent combinat
bands, are ofB2 symmetry. These bands most likely ga
intensity through the dependence of the transition dipole m
ment operator on theQ8 normal mode, which can be est
mated from the first term in a Taylor series expansion:

^B2 ,n88um~Q8!uXA1 ,n950&

'^B2ume1,0uXA1&^n88uXn950&

1^B2u]m/]Q8uA1&^n88uQ8uA1 ,n950&. ~1!

The first term on the right-hand side is the standard Fran
Condon approximation. The second term is the integra
the derivative of the electronic dipole moment operator o
the electronic wave functions, times an integral of the norm
coordinateQ8 over the upper and lower vibrational wav
functions. Forn8851, the first term is zero. Calculation of th
second term using a numerical derivative ofm at the CIS
level and harmonic oscillator approximation for the vibr
tional factor however leads to a band strength relative to
origin that is several orders of magnitude too small, sugg
ing that this term needs to be computed explicitly.

We have modeled the structure seen in each band
partially resolved rotational band contours; however the m
ecule is a doublet, and spin–orbit or spin–rotation effe
should also give rise to fine structure. Spin–orbit coupl
should be small, as this is a nonplanar molecule for wh
the spin–rotation coupling is effectively the residual spi
orbit interaction.23 Bernath and co-workers at Waterlo
have observed spin–rotation splittings of.1 cm21 in
CaX ~X5ligand) molecules. The pure precession model
the spin–rotation parameters in doublet CaX molecu
gives20,22

«aa'
4L2AAso

E~2B1!2E~2B2!
. ~2!
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We can estimate the magnitude of the spin–rotation inte
tion, if we assume aB2–B1 splitting of 1300 cm21 ~the
minimum consistent with our data! and the free Ca1 ion
spin–orbit coupling of 158 cm21. In this case, we find tha
«aa'20.03 cm21, much less than the splitting of the band
or the resolution of the experiment. The larger splittings se
in the systems~such as CaNH2! studied by Whitham and
Jungen and by Bernath and co-workers result from the la
A rotational constants. Thus, the observed ‘‘splitting’’ of'1
cm21 in Ca2Cl3 is not spin–rotation fine structure, althoug
fine structure effects may alter the predicted shapes of
rotational band contours.

The DFT calculations predict that 99.7% of the electr
spin density resides on the Ca~2! atom, which possesses
charge of almost11. Ca2Cl3 can thus be thought of as a
ionic salt cluster of the form:

Alternatively, Ca2Cl3 can be considered as a Ca1 ion
bound to a CaCl3

2 moiety. The stabilization of this structur
originates in the stability of the CaCl3

2 , which in turn arises
from the strong attraction between the doubly charged
cium cation and the three chloride anions. The lack of a
geometry change upon excitation of the Ca1 electron indi-
cates that the unpaired electron does not participate in
valence bonding; hence, the bonding is entirely ionic.

Localization of the unpaired electron on Ca~2! suggests
that the electronic states of Ca2Cl3 are those of the Ca1 ion
mixed and shifted in the field of the remaining ions. A pop
lation analysis of the orbital composition of the ground a
2B2 states shows that the transition is from a large
Ca14s-like ground state~57% 4s, 19% 4p, 11% 3s, and
other! to a mostly Ca1 4p-character2B2 state ~45% 4p,
28% 5p, and some contribution from Cl 4p and 5s orbit-
als!.

Our results suggest that the Ca2Cl3 cluster and its low-
lying excited states can be treated with a semiempirical o
electron model. One approach is to extend the ligand-fi
theory developed by Field and co-workers for diatom
alkaline-earth halides. The model Hamiltonian starts w
free Ca1 ion states as the zeroth order basis set and in
duces a polarizable closed-shell spherical anion in cylindr
symmetry. Such a model is well suited for the ring structu
which contains the Ca1 ion, if the polyatomic CaCl3

2 ligand
is treated correctly. More generally, a pseudo-poten
hamiltonian could be used to describe a single electron m
ing in the field produced by two Ca21 atomic ions and three
Cl2 ions; such a model should be capable of treating
structural isomers of Ca2Cl3.

We can contrast Ca2Cl3, an alkaline-earth halide radica
cluster, to the alkali halide cluster series MnXn21 , which
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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also possess an excess electron. In Na3F2 for instance, Sence
and co-workers11,13 have shown that the unpaired electr
occupies a diffuse orbital. The electron is not tightly bou
to a single metal atom, but is in a diffuse orbital around a
Na1 atom or a vacancy on an F2 atom. The broad feature
seen in the Na3F2 spectrum contrast with the sharp lines o
served in Ca2Cl3, where the electron is tightly bound to th
Ca~2! atom. Excitation of the diffuse electron in Na3F2 is
predicted to lead to large changes in the charge distribu
and hence large geometry changes; thus, the overall Fran
Condon envelope is predicted to be broad and the vibro
spectra should be congested. In addition, spectra with v
ing degrees of broadening have been reported for Na2F;15 the
differences have been attributed to temperature effects
general, little spectroscopic detail has been resolved.

The electronic structures of the V and bipyramid isom
differ from the ring isomer. In the ring form, the unpaire
electron is localized on the Ca~2! atom, but in the higher
energy V and bipyramid isomers, the Ca atoms are equ
lent and share the unpaired electron. There is signific
Ca–Ca bonding in the V isomer, which deviates significan
from linearity due to attraction between the Ca atoms. In
D3h structure, the 0.04 eV splitting between the ground2A18
state and the low-lying2A29 state~4ss and s* bonding or-
bitals, respectively! is a direct measure of the bonding inte
action between the Ca atoms, though this may be medi
by the bridging chlorine atoms. Both isomers are predicte
be metastable minima, but their energies are close to tha
the ring structure, and higher level calculations are neede
confirm the relative energetics. These isomers may
formed in the nonequilibrium conditions of a supersonic j
even if they are metastable. The CIS and DFT calculati
predict that these isomers have electronic transitions in
visible or UV that lead to significant changes in cluster g
ometry. These spectra are expected to have strong Fra
Condon progressions.

The planar C2v ring and D3h bridged structures o
Ca2Cl3, which are nearly the same energy, are analogou
geometries found by Levy and Hargittai for Ca2Cl4 from
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ calculations.6 They find that the lowest en
ergy form of Ca2Cl4 is a doubly bridged (D2h) structure with
a planar four-member ring and two Cl2 tail atoms. A triply
bridged (C3v) isomer, similar to theD3h structure presented
in this work but with the additional Cl atom in a Ca–Cl ta
bond, lies only 10 kJ/mol higher. Thus, smaller alkalin
earth clusters appear to have multiple low-lying isome
with similar structural motifs, with competition among g
ometries with multiple bridging halides. Unlike the M2X4

dimers, however, open-shell clusters such as Ca2Cl3 possess
electronic spectra. Since metastable isomers are rea
formed and trapped in supersonic beams, the spectrosco
radical alkaline-earth halide clusters may allow us to exa
ine bonding and structures of various isomers of Ca2Cl3 and
larger radical clusters.

The current work opens up many new possible directi
in the spectroscopy of alkaline-earth halides. Higher le
calculations of the potential energy surfaces of Ca2Cl3 are
underway to obtain more accurate energetics and to iden
reaction pathways for isomerization. Our Ca2Cl3 spectra
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have laser-limited resolution, and it may be fruitful to sc
these bands at higher resolution. Finally, our results sug
that one can investigate larger CanCl2n21 clusters, as well as
compounds with substitution of the halides and/or alkalin
earth metals.

VII. CONCLUSION

Spectra of the four Ca2Cl3 isotopomers were observed i
the visible region from 15 350 to 16 000 cm21. With the aid
of DFT calculations, we assigned the spectra to the2B2

←X̃ 2A1 transition of Ca2Cl3 in a C2v ring geometry, in
which the two Ca atoms are bridged by two chlorine atom
The predicted intensity pattern, the vibrational frequenc
and the rotational band contour were in very good agreem
with the data. The chromophore was found to be the C1

ion.
Our results suggest that the alkaline-earth halide exc

electron clusters may possess sharp, vibrationally and r
tionally resolved electronic transitions. Thus, unlike clos
shell alkaline-earth halides such as CaCl2 or Ca2Cl4 or
excess-electron alkali halide clusters, the electronic spe
can provide detailed structural information of these salt cl
ters and may also serve as a rigorous test of semiempi
models. Such spectra would allow us to address quest
concerning the importance of multiple bridging halides, t
role of delocalization and metal–metal bonding, and the
fluence of nonadiabatic effects, e.g., Jahn–Teller distorti
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